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This guide is designed to help you get started as part of the Bloom supplier community.  It explains the initial registration and the more 

detailed accreditation process you’ll go through to work with us.   

Bloom delivers the Nepro neutral vendor solution for the provision of specialist professional services available from NEPO. The Solution 

helps contracting authorities across the UK public sector procure professional services via a fast and OJEU compliant route to market.    

We deliver the Nepro solution and are a trusted partner to over one hundred and thirty public sector organisations across the UK; 

including Local Authorities, Educational establishments and NHS Organisations. In fact, we are recognised by Porge as the leading 

supplier of professional services to the public sector.  You benefit from an efficient route to market, offering more opportunities across 

the UK public sector. 

Our approach to procurement is different. We specialise in bringing together a community of buyers and suppliers to help the public 

sector buy professional services better.  We’re transforming procurement by opening up the way it’s done, giving the best choice for 

buyers and more business opportunities for suppliers, big or small.  

We’re passionate about delivering better outcomes for all projects, so our people are free to think differently about the challenges 

buyers are facing, offering more choice, more flexibility and better value. Buyers can procure professional services across 19 categories, 

and almost 200 sub-categories. We support buyers to define projects and select the right provider.  We then work with suppliers and 

buyers to help deliver better control and ensure that projects are delivered on time, on budget and within scope.   

Our growing and dynamic supplier community has worked with us to deliver over 2,000 projects. Our large and small suppliers continue 

to benefit from our efficient and cost-effective route to market.  We are proud that around 70% of our projects are delivered by SME 

suppliers which has encouraged the community to grow by about 12 new suppliers each week - join them today and be a part of it.   

http://www.bloom.services/
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Registering with the Bloom supplier community is free. It’s also free to get accredited and to bid for opportunities.  As part of the 

community, you’ll be on the radar for opportunities with buyers from across the UK public sector.  We’ll let you know about 

opportunities via our Pro-Vide system, and you can choose whether to participate or not.  You can also promote Bloom to your existing 

public sector clients, and advertise that you are accredited.  

Using the Nepro solution, buyers choose to buy professional services through mini competitions or direct awards.  We charge a 5% 

management fee for the project management and administration that we deliver.  That includes helping the buyer select the right 

supplier for the outcome, ensuring smooth project delivery and all the administration of invoicing for payment.  This fee is chargeable 

when the agreed milestones have been achieved, outlined below:  

 Bloom helps suppliers win opportunities with new clients by providing a fast, compliant route for buyers to procure your services

 Many barriers to entry are removed, providing faster access to opportunities with the UK Public Sector through a simplified

procurement process

 Our qualified Service Delivery team provide a high touch service; reviewing all requirements matching suppliers based on capability

 No key word searches are used; qualitative research is conducted on our suppliers by real people. This ensures opportunities

received are the ones which you want to pursue

 Completing the accreditation process on the outset means that you will be compliant and ready to bid for the next opportunity. You

can update your profile / accredit against more categories at any time.

 There is no credit check required

 Where appropriate we do not actively restrict communication between suppliers and buyers

 Bloom holds regular events to facilitate suppliers and buyers networking

http://www.bloom.services/
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First, you need to register on Pro-Vide; our cloud-based project management system that supports our end-to-end process. Then you go 

through our accreditation process, which is a pre-qualification assessment and gives buyers the assurance that your business has 

achieved an industry standard of clearance. 

Completing the requirements for accreditation takes around 60 minutes and provides us with all the information we need. We do 

recommend that you login regularly to update your profile. To complete the accreditation process you will need to provide: 

 Full company details

 Your certificate of incorporation if you are a limited company

 Responses to all mandatory and discretionary legislative questions

 Two case studies and two references for each sub-category you want to accredit against

 A Professional Indemnity Insurance certificate, with a minimum of £1million value

 Evidence of Public Liability and Employers Liability insurance where applicable

 Agreement to our Services Supply Agreement (Terms and Conditions)

Once you’ve submitted your accreditation information, we’ll review your company documentation. If we need any further details we’ll 

get in touch, otherwise you will receive a notification of your successful accreditation along with our starter pack. Depending on receipt 

of references, this process can take up to one week.  

http://www.bloom.services/
https://www.pro-vide.net/#/login
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Bloom must demonstrate that suppliers have proven experience delivering services in the categories / sub-categories they wish to be 

accredited for. We ask for two case studies to help you showcase your capabilities and two referees to confirm the quality of the work 

you’ve delivered.

B. Bloom uses the case studies for compliance and information so we can understand your business. Case studies are not shared with

external companies or buyers without written consent from the supplier. This is your opportunity to showcase what you have delivered

and promote what you can do. You will need to detail a project / service you have delivered which aligns to the category / sub–category

you are accrediting for. Then outline the services your company can deliver.

C. A case study template is available and information on how to complete it is included on page 16 of this document. You can use other

formats if you already have pre-existing examples.

A: To be a fully accredited Bloom supplier, the required insurance levels are Professional Indemnity Insurance of £1m, Employers 
Liability of £5 million, and Public Liability of £10 million. However, customers may adjust the insurance levels on a project by project 
basis to suit their needs, which can allow us to accredit suppliers who do not hold the above standard levels for the particular 
project only - so it is still worth registering to be on the radar for opportunities if you are unable to currently provide evidence of 
holding insurance levels to the required standard.  

A: The SSA is a back-to-back contract with our call off agreement and client contract. That means most the terms are non-negotiable. If 

you have queries with the SSA we advise that you submit your registration (so that we can work on your accreditation) and advise us 

that you do not agree with the terms. You’ll then need to download the SSA, add your comments with tracked changes and forward this 

to our team for review. Please note that there is no guarantee that changes to the contract will be accepted and this could prolong your 

accreditation process. We’ll be in touch as soon as possible to discuss any issues.   

Please forward contract changes to ssa-enquiries@bloom.services. 

http://www.bloom.services/
mailto:ssa-enquiries@bloom.service
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A: Yes, as a security measure the system will time you out after one hour, but information will be saved on each page once you have 

clicked ‘Next’.  

A: If you can’t meet any of the non-mandatory requirements (such as Employers Liability Insurance or certificate of incorporation 

because you’re a sole trader) you can proceed to the next stage. This will not prevent you from achieving accreditation. Simply click N/A 

or where appropriate simply upload a word document which explains why this does not apply.  

A: When registering you are asked to a generic email address for your company and the main representative (these can be the same). 

New opportunities will be sent via Pro-Vide to the generic email address that you provide. The Bloom team will also email you personally 

in relation to the requirements and to give further information about the opportunity. 

A: Yes, your profile is your shop window. Our Service Delivery team use your information to assess your capabilities when selecting 

suppliers for mini competitions. So, it’s important that you keep your company profile up to date. You can upload case studies, 

documents and request accreditation against additional sub categories at any time. All amendments are tracked by Bloom so we can 

ensure that your profile always remains compliant.  

http://www.bloom.services/
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You can register at https://www.pro-

vide.net/#/register 

Simply enter a valid email address and 

confirm your password then click 

register. 

Your password must contain a capital 

letter, a number and a special 

character. 

http://www.bloom.services/
https://www.pro-vide.net/#/register
https://www.pro-vide.net/#/register
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Answer security questions to help you if you forget your password. 

Make sure you choose questions you will remember. 

Don’t forget to the answers to click on confirm. 

Once you have answered the security questions, you will be 

registered to Pro-Vide. You will then receive an email notification 

containing further information and a link to the next steps. You might 

need to check your junk folder just in case.  

http://www.bloom.services/
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Now that your registration has been confirmed, you 

will need to follow the link to proceed.     

This will take you to our landing page where you will 

need to enter your email address and password.  

http://www.bloom.services/
Alex.Wright
Rectangle
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Following this link will allow you complete your 

registration and take you through to Stage 1 (below). 

You will need to complete your company 

information. Don’t forget to indicate the size of your 

company.      

http://www.bloom.services/
Alex.Wright
Rectangle
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Helpful Hint – Suggest locations you can deliver to, 

rather than focusing on other office locations.       

You can copy your registered address if it is the same 

as your office address by clicking the button next to 

“Address Line 1”. 

http://www.bloom.services/
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 Make sure that you include details for the contact who is most likely to be able to manage new business opportunities and bids. 

http://www.bloom.services/
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Mandatory questions are pass / fail. You must 

be able to answer No to all questions. If you 

cannot answer No, contact a member of the 

Bloom team for advice.   

http://www.bloom.services/
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You must ensure that you complete the 

mandatory legislative questions. If these are 

incomplete, you will not be accredited. 

You will not be able to proceed to the next 

phase until you have completed all mandatory 

questions.    

http://www.bloom.services/
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It is important that you select the right categories. Think of the categories as capabilities, not vertical markets. You should select categories 

based on whether you have delivered and have the capability to deliver. When you select a category, a drop down will appear with all the sub 

– categories.

http://www.bloom.services/
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You will need to provide two references and upload two case studies per sub-category. If you wish to accredit against multiple sub-

categories, you can use case studies more than once; if the work delivered is relevant to the sub-category. You can use the case study 

for more than one sub-category, but we advise that you upload more specific examples later. A case study template is available on 

our website.  

For an effective case study, or to complete the template, we recommend you follow three steps: 

1. Choose a category-specific example of your work

 Tell us about a project you’ve delivered that demonstrates your capabilities in the sub-category for which you have requested

accreditation.

 Provide an overview of the work you’ve undertaken.

 Explain what savings you made and how these were achieved.

 Don’t forget to include pictures, graphs and tables to aid understanding

We recommend keeping this section to around 400 words. Shorter or longer examples are fine. Just. Keep. It. Relevant. And. Punchy. 

http://www.bloom.services/
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2. Tell us about your company

 We want to know about your business. This is your chance to shine; tell us about your unique strengths and selling points with

the benefits of using your business.

 This section can be as short or long as you chose, but we suggest you provide no more than two pages. You may also include

pictures, graphs and tables.

 Consider covering the following areas:

What you can do Who you have worked with What your differentiators are 

Where you can deliver Link to your website Contact details 

What awards have you won Professional Accreditations Social Value endeavours 

The type of work you want to win 
The minimum / maximum value of a 

project you would like to win. 

Links to work you have delivered if it is 

advertised elsewhere 

3. Include some information about your full-service Catalogue:

 If you’re a large company and offer a variety of services, you can detail them in this section (but you don’t have to!)

 Tell us your specialisms, with detail on what you can or have delivered.

 You can always come back to this section later as case studies can be amended at any time.

http://www.bloom.services/
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Detail whether your company complies with Equal Opportunities 

Act.  
explain whether you can provide a business continuity 

plan.  

http://www.bloom.services/
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State whether you meet Health and Safety requirements.  

Indicate if you your company has a recognised quality 

management certification.  

http://www.bloom.services/
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Upload your certification and specify the expiry dates for your 

insurances.   

http://www.bloom.services/
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Once you have reviewed the SSA, you’ll need to select the option to show that you agree with the terms of the contract. This will be 

your online confirmation that you agree to the Terms and Conditions. If you have queries with the SSA we advise that you submit 

your registration (so that we can work on your accreditation) but advise that you do not agree with the terms. See FAQs above for 

more information.  

Here to help 

Once you have clicked submit, we will review your submission and contact your referees. 

• Technical issues or questions about Pro-Vide: hello@bloom.services

• Questions about Bloom: suppliers@bloom.services

• SSA queries: suppliers@bloom.services

We look forward to you joining our community. 

http://www.bloom.services/
mailto:aimee.laird@bloom.services
mailto:alison.colyer@bloom.services
mailto:ssa-enquiries@bloom.service



